
So is this Dungeons and Dragons?
There are dungeons. There might be dragons. There are definitely funny dice. But no, this isn’t that 
specific game, but Mazes is a “fantasy roleplaying game”. Specifically, it’s a roleplaying game about 
adventurers that enter the darkness in dangerous places for treasure and glory - like the original 
Dungeons and Dragons games that some of us grew up playing. 

Modern Rules with an Old School Feel?
Mazes captures the original feel of fantasy roleplaying; and translates it 
into a vibrant, easy to understand, modern rules system. In Mazes, you 
pick a die, pick a class, answer a few questions – and you’re ready to play. 
Your characters literally begin at the DOOR TO ADVENTURE ready to 
kick it down and get right in the thick of the action. Like an old school game, 
Mazes is focused on creativity and “rulings over rules”. As a modern game, 
the rules are consistent, extendable, and focused on the narrative. Together, 
this means that the rules are fast to learn, logical, and adjudicatable without 
having to consult a rulebook every five minutes.

Will I have to read a bunch of rulebooks and do math?
No. The rules themselves are simple – in fact, you can 
learn to play the game in 5 minutes. Here’s a video 
where we run you through all of the rules in only 5 
minutes... bit.ly/5MinuteMazes

But what if I’m a big RPG nerd and 
want to read a bunch of cool rulebooks?
Mazes is powered by polymorph – which is a 
compact yet comprehensive rules framework for 
roleplaying. It’s designed to provide the full experience 
of a crunchy RPG, but with minimal setup and prep – 
all without giving up the fun, mechanical depth of an 
exciting roleplaying system. Sorry, there isn’t any math 
– we did all that work for you!

Tell me more about the system? How does it play at the table?
At its core, Mazes works like this. You select a polyhedral die – a d4, d6, d8, or d10 – 
this die represents your character. Whenever you need to roll dice – you only ever ROLL 
this DIE. This die determines your “ROLE” within the group. The d4 is there to think 
and talk, resolve social and mental puzzles, and provide powerful spells and effects. The 
d6 is all about fast movement and physical reactions, providing action, agility, and 
speed. The d8 dishes out the damage, and the d10 is the shield and tank. 
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Like most RPGS, on your turn you explain what you want to do. The Maze Controller (the player 
running the game) may ask you to roll against one of the “outcomes” in the game: BOOKS are your 
smarts, BOOTS 
your movement, 
BLADES your 
damage potential, 
and BONES 
your strength and 
endurance. So, 
if you are rolling 
to smash a troll 
in the face with 
your hammer, 
that’s a BLADES 
roll; but if instead 
you wanted to 
run away, that would be BOOTS. When you are trying to do something 
you want to roll one of the numbers listed – so for a BLADES roll, it’s 
a success if you roll a 4, a 5, a 6, or a 7. There are 2 other outcomes as 
well – a KEY (when you roll a 1) or a CROWN (when you roll the top 
of the die, a 4, 6, 8, or 10 depending on your chosen role). The Key is like 
a “critical” – it’s always a success if you are doing something that your 
character can do – and the CROWN is a success or a failure based on the 
current DARKNESS – an abstracted level of danger based on the actions 
of the party. Taking actions that are dangerous, loud, and aggressive (like 
say, splitting the party) add Darkness; as does encountering monsters and 

hazards. When the Darkness is low, CROWNS are 
successes, but when the DARKNESS is HIGH, they 
are failures.

What kind of Characters can I play?
Mazes uses a system of ASPECTS and 
CLASSES. Each Aspect (like SORCERY) provides you a way of thinking about 
your Character and each Aspect has a number of CLASSES within it - like the 
Dangerous Bravo, the Hard Assassin, the Grizzled Captain, or the Mysterious Druid. 
Each CHARACTER CLASS provides a unique set of “edges”. An EDGE allows 
your character to take ADVANTAGE when they roll their die (so, if you are 

FAST, you roll 2 dice when running away). 

What Style of Fantasy is the core game?
At its heart MAZES is old school fantasy - pulpy sword and 
sorcery, with brawny barbarians and wizards in pointy hats, 

evil iron swords, tricksey riddles, and weird 
monsters kinda fantasy - though you could 
play any kind of fantasy with it. The core book 

is focused on the “dungeon crawler” – you are a 
fantasy hero who braves dank dungeons to win 

glory. You are treasure hunters, monster 
battlers, the explorers of the arcane 

and unknown.
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